
IN THE CLAIMS :

Please amend the claims as shown below.

1 . (Currently Amended) A method of classifying one or more images,

said method comprising the steps of:

selecting displaying an iconic representation of at least one -image displayed

each of said images on a graphical user interface;

moving creating an association between at least one of said images and at

least one predetermined metadata item representing a classification of said image, in

response to the iconic representation to a target position- of said image being

positioned within [[an]] a client area defined by of said graphical user interface
,
according

to-a- ciassificatron of said image ; and

determining an association between said-at-
ieast^ne image and at least one

predetermined metadata item rcpresenting
-said classification, in rcsponse-to-said iconic

representation being positioned at said target
- positicm

generating an iconic representation of said predetermined metadata item, for

display on said graphical user interface, based on said created association .

2. (Currently Amended) A method according to claim 1, further

comprising the steps of[[:]]

generating an icomcrepi-csentatioTi
-of said metadata item; and

displaying said metadata representation on said graphical user inteiface.
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3. (Currently Amended) A method according to claim [[2]] i, further

comprising the steps of[[:]]

selecting creating an association between at least [[one]] a further iconic

i
-epi-cscntation one of at least one - furtherimage displayed on said graphical user interface;

moving said iconic representation ' to a position defined by said displayed

metadata representation; and

creating
-an- association between said further image images and said at least

one metadata item , in response to the iconic representation of said further image being

selected and moved to a position defined by said displayed metadata representation .

4. (Original) A method according to claim 2, wherein the iconic

representations of the metadata items are arranged according to a hierarchical structure.

5. (CuiTcntly Amended) A method according to claim 4, further

comprising an updating step of updating wherein said hierarchical structure is updated

based on metadata items associated with at least one of said images.

6. (CuiTently Amended) A method according to claim 1, further

comprising the step of storing said association between said at least one image and said at

least one predetermined metadata item.
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7. (Currently Amended) A method of classifying one or more images,

said method comprising the steps of:

select ing displaying an iconic representation of at least one image, displayed

each of said images on a graphical user interface;

nTOviiig
-
sakl4comcn-epi:esentation to-a-tai

-

get"pos^^
^

^

fay
^sai-d-grapltical-ttscr interface, according to a classification of said image;

creating an association between [[said]] at least one [[image]] of said

images and at least one metadata item representing a classification of said image , in

response to said iconic representation the iconic representation of said image being

positioned at said target position within a client area of said graphical user interface ; and

genera:ting-airicoiitc fcprcscntation ofgaid-^tHt^st-oneiiietadata -

item

representing said classification

generating an iconic representation of said at least one metadata item, for

display on said graphical user interface, based on said created association, wherein said

metadata representation is configured for searching on said image .

8, (Original) A method according to claim 7, further comprising the

step of displaying said metadata representation on said graphical user interface.
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9. (Currently Amended) A method according to claim 8, further

comprising the steps of;

se lecting creating an association between at least [[one]] a further iconic

representation one of at-ieast-one-further image; displayed on said graphical-user-interface;

movittg-sdd-i-conic representation to a position defined by said displayed

metadata representation; and

creating-air-association-
faet

-ween -said -furthcr -image images and said at least

one metadata item , in response to the iconic representation of said further image being

selected and moved to a position defined by said displayed metadata representation .

10. (Original) A method according to claim 8, wherein the iconic

representations of the metadata items are arranged according to a hierarchical structure.

1 1 . (Original) A method according to claim 10, wherein said

hierarchical structure is updated based on metadata items associated with at least one of

said images.

12. (Currently Amended) A method of searching for at least one image

from a plurality of images, said method comprising the steps of:

selecting displaying an iconic representation of at least one metadata item

displayed on a graphical user interface;
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detennining an association between said at least one metadata item and said

at least one image in response to selection of the iconic representation of said at least one

metadata item : and

generating an iconic representation of said at least one image based on said

association , said iconic representation of said at least one image being adapted for display

on said graphical user interface.

13. (Original) A method according to claim 12, further comprising the

step of displaying said iconic representation of said at least one image on said graphical

user interface.

14, (CuiTently Amended) A method according to claim 12, further

comprising the steps of:

selecting at least one furtlier generating an iconic representation of at least

one further metadata item displayed a further one of said images, for display on said

graphical user interface[[;]] . in response to said selection of said iconic representation of

said at least one metadata item

deterniining-an-assodalTOn-between -saidat-least one-furthermetadat-aitcm

and at least one further image; and

generatittg
-an4corric-represen1:aliorrof said at least one further image for

dispiay on-said-graphical user interface.
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15. (Cun-entiy Amended) A metliod according to claim 13, wherein the

iconic representations of the at least one metadata items are arranged according to a

hierai'chical structure of iconic representations of metadata items .

1 6. (Original) A method according to claim 15, wherein said

hierarchical structure is updated based on metadata items associated with at least one of

said images.

1 7. (Currently Amended) A graphical user interface for representing

classification relationships between one or more images and one or more metadata items,

said graphical user interface comprising:

at least one portion for displaying an iconic representation of each of said

images:

selection means for moving at least one iconic rcpresentation
-of

positioning at least one of said imttges-displayed -on- said graphical user interface, to iconic

representations for at least one of said images within a tafget-posttion-withiiraT; client area

de fiiied by of said graphical user interface, according to a classification of said image; and

at least [[one]] another portion for displaying an iconic representation of a

metadata item representing said classification, said iconic representation of said metadata

data item being generated and displayed in response to said at least one iconic

representation for said at least one image being positioned at said target posit ion within
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said client area and an association between said at least one image and said metadata item

representing said classification being created .

1 8 . (Currently Amended) A graphical user interface according to claim

17, further comprising:

a further selection means for selecting said iconic representation of said at

least one metadata item displayed on [[a]] said graphical user interface; and

at least one stiU further portion for displaying at least said iconic

representation of said at least one image in response to said selection of said iconic

representation of said at least one metadata item.

1 9. (Original) A graphical user interface according to claim 1 8, wherein

said further portion displays any further iconic representations of said one or more images,

said further iconic representations being generated depending on determined associations

between said one or more images and any other metadata items represented in said at least

one portion.

20. (Original) A graphical user interface according to claim 18, wherein

the iconic representations of the metadata items are arranged according to a hierarchical

structure.
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2 1 . (Original) A graphical user interface according to claim 20, wherein

said hierarchical structure is updated based on metadata items associated with at least one

of said images.

22. (Currently Amended) An apparatus for classifying one or more

images, said apparatus comprising:

selection display means for setectin-g displaying an iconic representation of

al
-
least-t)ne4mage displayed each of said images on a graphical user interface and moving

said iconic representation to a target position within an area dcfmicd by said graphical user

mterfacc;

- according to a classification of said imagc; anidi

determining creating means for determining creating an association between

[[said]] at least one [[image]] of said images and at least one predetermined metadata item

representing [[said]] a classification of said image , in response to [[said]] iJie iconic

representation of said image being positioned at said tai
-getTJOsition within a client area of

said graphical user interface: and

generating means for generating an iconic representation of said

predetermined metadata item, for display on said graphical user interface, based on said

created association .
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23. (Currently Amended) An apparatus for classifying one or more

images, said apparatus comprising:

sd^etion display means for sdecting displaying an iconic representation of

at leasl̂ tmerimage, displayed each of said images on a graphical user interface and moving

said iconic^-epresentation-tcra^get position within an area defined by said graphical user

interface, according to a classificatiian-of said image;

creation means for creating an association between [[said]] at least one

[[image]] of said images and at least one metadata item representing a classification of said

image , in response to said iconic representation the iconic representation of said image

being positioned at said target position; and within a client area of said graphical user

interface:

generation means for generating an iconic representation of said at least one

metadata item representing said classification , for display on said graphical user interface,

wherein said metadata representation is configured for searching on said image .

24. (Currently Amended) An apparatus for searching for at least one

image from a plurality of images, said apparatus comprising:

selection display means for selecting displaying an iconic representation of

at least one metadata item displayed on a graphical user interface;

detennining means for determining an association between said at least one

metadata item and said at least one image in response to selection ofthe iconic

representation of said at least one metadata item : and
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generation means for generating an iconic representation of said at least one

image based on said association, said iconic representation of said at least one image being

adapted for display on said graphical user interface.

25 . (Currently Amended) A computer program product comprising a

computer readable medium having recorded thereon a computer program for classifying

one or more images, said program comprising:

code for selecting displaying an iconic representation of at least one image

displayed each of said images on a graphical user interface;

code for moving said creating an association between at least one of said

images and at least one predetermined metadata item representing a classification of said

image, in response to the iconic representation to a targct-positton; of said image being

positioned within [[an]] a client areadeftrred [[by]] of said graphical user interface;

aceording-
to a classification of said image ; and

code-foi-deteniiining an association between said at least one image and at

teast one predetermined mctadata-
item Tepresenting said classification, in-rcsponsc to said

tconic-repi-cscnta
-Htin being positioned at said target pos ition

code for generating an iconic representation of said predetermined metadata

item., for display on said graphical user interface, based on said created association .
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26. (Currently Amended) A computer program product comprising a

computer readable medium having recorded thereon a computer program for classifying

one or more images, said program comprising:

code for selecting displaying an iconic representation of at least one image,

'

displayed each of said images on a graphical user interface;

code for moving said iconic rcpi-cscntatton to a -

targei-position within an

area dcfined-b;rgaid -graphicai-user interface, according to a classification-ofsaidimage;

code for creating an association between [[said]] at least one [[image]] of

said images and at least one metadata item representing a classification of said image, in

response to gaid-ieonic-

-rqpresettt'atiott the iconic representation of said image being

positioned at said target position within a client area of said graphical user interface ; and

code for generating an iconic representation of said at least one metadata

item representing foi' display on said graphical user interface, based on said classification

created association, wherein said metadata representation is configured for searching on

said image .

27, (Currently Amended) A computer program product comprising a

computer readable medium having recorded thereon a computer program for searching for

at least one image from a plurality of images, said program comprising:

code for selecting displaying an iconic representation of at least one

metadata item displayed on a graphical user interface;
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code for deten-nining an association between said at least one metadata item

and said at least one image in response to selection of the iconic representation of said at

least one metadata item ; and

code for generating an iconic representation of said at least one image based

on said association, said iconic representation of said at least one image being adapted for

display on said graphical user interface.

28. (Currently Amended) A method of seai'ching for at least one image

from a plurality of images, said method comprising the steps of:

selecting displaying a plurality of iconic representations ofmetadata items

displayed on a graphical user interface, said iconic representations of metadata items being

arranged according to a hierarchical structure;

generating a query based on [[said]] selection of said plurality of iconic

representations;

determining at least one association between one or more metadata items

represented by the selected iconic representations and said at least one image based on said

query; and

generating an iconic representation of said at least one image based on said

association, said iconic representation of said at least one image being adapted for display

on said gi-aphical user interface.
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29. (Cun-ently Amended) An apparatus for searching for at least one

image from a plurality of images, said apparatus comprising:

se lection display means for selecting displayin g a plurality of iconic

representations of metadata items displayed on a graphical user interface, said iconic

representations of metadata items being arranged according to a hierarchical structure;

query generation means for generating a query based on [[said]] selection of

said plurality of iconic representations;

determining means for determining at least one association between one or

more metadata items represented by the selected iconic representations and said at least one

image based on said query; and

iconic generation means for generating an iconic representation of said at

least one image based on said association , said iconic representation of said at least one

image being adapted for display on said graphical user interface.

30. (Currently Amended) A computer program product comprising a

computer readable medium having recorded thereon a computer program for searching for

at least one image from a plurality of images, said program comprising:

code for selecting displaying a plurality of iconic representations of

metadata items displayed on a graphical user interface, said iconic representations being

an-anged according to a hierarchical structure;

code for generating a queiy based on [[said]] selection of said plurality of

iconic representations;
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code for determining at least one association between one or more metadata

items represented by the selected iconic representations and said at least one image based

on said query; and

code for generating an iconic I'epresentation of said at least one image based

on said association , said iconic representation of said at least one image being adapted for

display on said graphical user interface.

3 1 . (New) A method according to claim 1 , wherein each said metadata

item comprises at least one of a field of said iconic representation of said metadata item, a

field of a label of said metadata item, a field of a reference to said associated image and a

field of a type of said metadata item.

32. (New) A method according to claim 3 1 , wherein a value of said field

is editable by a user.

33 . (New) A method according to claim 3 1 , wherein a value of at least

one said field is obtained from said associated image.

34. (New) A method according to claim 1 , wherein said associated

image is a region of a larger image.
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35. (New) A method according to claim 5, wherein said updating step

comprises the step of designating one said metadata item as a child item of a parent

metadata item in response to an iconic representation of said one metadata item being

dropped on the iconic representation of said parent metadata item.

36. (New) A method according to claim 35, further comprising the step

of associating with said parent metadata item at least one image associated with said child

metadata item.

37. (New) A method according to claim 5, wherein said updating step

comprises the step of creating a new metadata item in response to the selection of plural

iconic representations of metadata items and the positioning of said selected iconic

representations at an empty point within said client area, and designating said selected

metadata items as child metadata items of said new metadata item.

38. (New) A method according to claim 37, further comprising the step

of associating with said new metadata item at least one image associated with one of said

child metadata items.

39. (New) A method according to claim 5, wherein said updating step

comprises tlie steps of

:
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creating a new metadata item in response to the iconic representation of said

associated image being dropped on the iconic representation of a second metadata item,

wherein said new metadata item is a copy of said predetermined metadata item; and

designating said new metadata item as a child metadata item of said second

metadata item,

40. (New) A method according to claim 4, wherein said hierarchical

structure of iconic representations of metadata items is displayed as a tree structure with

expand icons indicating whether a parent iconic representation is open and displaying child

iconic representations.
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